
R O L L  W I T H  T H E  P U N C H E S

Imagine a Cinnabon—half a

pound of flour, sugar, eggs,

and margarine.  Now imag-

ine slathering it with two

tablespoons of butter and

tossing six teaspoons of

sugar on top.

Introducing Mrs. Fields

new Cinnamon Roll with

Cream Cheese Icing.  If this were a boxing match, it would be

no contest.

In one corner you have a Cinnabon, which lumbers into the

ring at 8 ounces, 670 calories, 34 grams of fat (14 of them satu-

rated or trans), and 12 teaspoons of sugar.  A true heavyweight if

we ever saw one.

In the other corner you’ve got Mrs. Fields, who tips the scales

at 10 ounces, 1,070 calories, 48 grams of fat (28 of them satu-

rated), and 18 teaspoons of sugar.  (We don’t know how much

trans is in each iced roll, but since the Mrs. uses butter instead of

Cinnabon’s margarine, it may not be much.)

That makes Mrs. Fields a clear winner.  Or

is that loser?

You could eat three of her Milk Chocolate

Chip Cookies—or four Dunkin’ Donuts Glazed

Donuts—and still be some 170 calories short

of a Cinnamon Roll with Cream Cheese Icing.

Ordering the Sticky Bun icing instead doesn’t

undo enough of the damage.

If you want to bet on this fight, you’d be

smart to wager against both sides.

Mrs. Fields: (800) 323-1156.

T H E  D O C T O R  I S  I N

Green pancakes.

We’re not talking

about something to eat

with Dr. Seuss’s green

eggs & ham.  But the

“Dr.” part’s right.

Dr. Praeger’s

Bombay Spinach

Pancakes are green because they’ve

got more spinach than potatoes, peas, onions, eggs, oat

bran, canola oil, curry, salt, garlic, egg whites, and spices.

Turns out that’s the entire ingredient list.  And the lists for the

Dr.’s three other absolutely scrumptious frozen pancakes—

Broccoli, Potato, and (non-Bombay) Spinach—are equally easy

to pronounce.

The numbers are easy, too...easy on your body: 70 calories

and three or four grams of fat (less than one of them saturated)

per pancake.  And no need to worry about trans fat, because 

Dr. Praeger scoffs at using heart-damaging hydrogenated oils.

Go for the Bombay Spinach and you won’t just liven up your

plate.  Each pancake adds nearly a quarter of

a day’s vitamin A and five percent of a day’s

vitamin C, calcium, and iron to your diet.

And the cooking instructions are as simple as

the ingredients:  Just microwave for two

minutes or broil for 5 to 8 minutes per side.

Dr. P (he’s a cardiac surgeon) also makes

delicious nuggets, burgers, and fish sticks.

You can probably find him in your local

supermarket’s freezer case.

Dr. Praeger’s: (877) 772-3437.
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TIPOF THE MONTH

Leftover sauceless

spaghetti? Toss it into

your next stir-fry

a minute or two

before serving

(and skip the rice).


